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ARCADIA - JAW JACKER
This spiced amber-wheat ale is our celebration of the arrival of Autumn. Using the finest malted barley 
and a small amount of wheat for mouthfeel, Jaw-Jacker displays a brilliant orange-amber color, despite 
the absence of pumpkin in the recipe.

6.5% ABV

ARCADIA - NUT BROWN ALE 
This English-style brown ale has an alluring mahogany color and is capped by a rich foam head. It is 
brewed with six different varieties of premium malted barley, creating a robust body and delicious flavor 
profile that features hints of chocolate, raisins, dates and almonds. It’s ripe fruit notes and malty, sweet 
finish are counterbalanced by a subtle hop bitterness and aroma.

BEAR REPUBLIC - RACER X  DOUBLE IPA
Racer X® is an uncommon Double India Pale Ale which puts a California twist on English brewing 
traditions by adding an assertive hop aroma and bitterness that compliments the firm malt backbone. 
Like its little brother Racer 5®, Racer X is balance in a bottle.

8.3% ABV

12oz bottle (4/6pk, 2/12pk), 1/6, 1/2 barrel

Available in October  -  22oz bottle (12 loose), 1/6, 1/2 barrel

ALMANAC - DARK PUMPKIN SOUR
A rich and roasty dark sour ale brewed with organic heirloom pumpkins and spices and aged in used 
red wine barrels for a year. Serve this complex ale as a counterpoint to savory Thanksgiving staples and 
alongside Mom’s classic pumpkin pie.
Available in August - 12.7oz bottle (12 loose), 1/6 barrel

7.0% ABV

1/6, 1/2 barrel

5.6% ABV

ALMANAC - FARMER’S CITRUS RESERVE
Citrus and beer have always made a great pair, ever since the first lemon wedge was added to a cold 
wheat beer. Here we expand on that tradition in a new way, melding the intensely aromatic zest of 
Buddha’s Hand citrons with the bracing tartness of Bergamot oranges in a sour blonde ale aged in wine 
barrels. Pair with sushi or flakey white fish or contrast with earthy roasted root vegetables.

Available in July  - 12.7oz bottle (12 loose), 1/6 barrel

7.0% ABV

ALMANAC - PARIS OF THE WEST
Citrus and beer have always made a great pair, ever since the first lemon wedge was added to a cold 
wheat beer. Here we expand on that tradition in a new way, melding the intensely aromatic zest of 
Buddha’s Hand citrons with the bracing tartness of Bergamot oranges in a sour blonde ale aged in wine 
barrels. Pair with sushi or flakey white fish or contrast with earthy roasted root vegetables.
Available in August - 12.7oz bottle (12 loose), 1/6 barrel

9.5% ABV
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BEAR REPUBLIC - HERITAGE- SCOTTISH WEE HEAVY
Heritage is Bear Republic’s Scottish Wee Heavy. This ale is intensely malty with caramel sweetness 
and biscuit undertones. True to the Norgrove’s Scottish Heritage, you’ll hear bagpipes if you have 
enough to drink.

 7.0% ABV

BOULDER - DRAGONHOSEN
An Imperial Oktoberfest that is brewed with generous amounts of Vienna and Munich malts for a 
rich, full-bodied beer. Dragonhosen begins as a traditional Oktoberfest lager, then stealthily breathes 
fire with 9.0% ABV. Hallertau and Czech Saaz hops add balance with a mild earthy aroma & flavor.

9.0% ABV

BOULDER - FRYED
Harvest special release that is fresh-hopped with Chinooks from Co’s Western Slope imparting 
tropical fruit notes to its flavor and aroma. Generous amounts of toasted rye add complexity with a 
spicy, nutty flavor

6.0% ABV

FINCH’S - NUCLEAR WINTER BELGIAN DARK STRONG
Nuclear Winter pours an amber color giving way to an aroma of dark fruit esters and malty sweetness. 
It tastes of candied raisins with a biscuity maltiness that easily masks the 8.0% ABV. Additions of 
Fuggles give just enough bitterness to balance the beer out. Enjoy this beer fresh to abate the cold or 
store it to bid farewell to another winter.

8.0% ABV

BEAR REPUBLIC - BLACK RACER - BLACK IPA
Black Racer™ blends Bear Republic’s love of hops with the Pacific Northwest’s appreciation for dark ales.
Our pit crew brews this award winning ale which boldly defines a new frontier of flavors and always 
maintains pole position. Race to the Dark Side.

 8.1% ABV

Available in September - 1/2 barrel

Available in November - 1/6, 1/2 barrel

Available in August - 1/6 barrel

Available in September - 1/2 barrel

Available in October - 16.9oz can (6/4pk), 1/6, 1/2 barrel

FINCH’S - SOBEK & SET BLACK IPA
Sobek & Set is named after the Egyptian gods representing a boar and a crocodile. The beer is dark 
with mahogany/burgundy highlights. This is achieved by using generous amounts of Briess Midnight 
Wheat for a dark color and smooth finish without the astringent, roasted qualities. Caramel malt is also 
present. This beer is balanced with earthy and citrus hops.

 8.0% ABV

Available late August - 16.9oz can (6/4pk), 1/6, 1/2 barrel
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FOUNDER’S - BREAKFAST STOUT
The coffee lover’s consummate beer. Brewed with an abundance of flaked oats, bitter and imported 
chocolates, and two types of coffee, this stout has an intense fresh-roasted java nose topped with a 
frothy, cinnamon-colored head that goes forever.

8.3% ABV

FOUNDER’S - HARVEST ALE 
This liquid dream pours a hazy golden straw color with a white, two-finger head. Your first sip rewards 
you with a super juicy hop presence bursting with fresh citrus, then finishes to introduce toasted malt 
undertones.

FOUNDER’S - BACKWOODS BASTARD 
Expect lovely, warm smells of single malt scotch, oaky bourbon barrels, smoke, sweet caramel and 
roasted malts, a bit of earthy spice and a scintilla of dark fruit. It’s a kick-back sipper made to excite
the palate.

10.2% ABV

FOUNDER’S - DARK PENANCE 
A heavy malt foundation includes Crystal malt for sweetness and just enough Midnight Wheat malt
to push the color to black. The bitterness is huge, but balanced by malt sweetness and alcohol burn. 
The hop flavors and aromas range from citrus to floral to pine thanks to a delicious blend of hand-
selected Chinook and Centennial hops.

8.9% ABV

HARPOON - OCTOBERFEST
A malty tribute to fall, balanced by a gentle hop bitterness. In keeping with tradition, it is a Marzen-
style beer, brewed with abundant quantities of Munich, Chocolate, and Pale malts. Those malts
provide a solid, full body and create the beer’s deep color. It is a rich, flavorful beer.

5.3% ABV

6.5% ABV

Available in October - 12oz bottle (6/4pk), 1/4, 1/2 barrel

Available in October (Limited Release) - 12oz bottle (6/4pk), 1/4 barrel

Available in November (Limited Release) - 12oz bottle (6/4pk), 1/6, 1/4 barrel

Available in October (Specialty Release) - 12oz bottle (6/4pk), 1/6, 1/4 barrel

Available in September - 12oz bottle (4/6pk), 12oz can (2/12 pk), 1/6, 50 liter barrel

HARPOON - IMPERIAL PUMPKIN
Half imperial stout, half pumpkin ale, with aromas of dried fruit, chocolate, and freshly baked pumpkin 
pie, this black full-bodied stout is ready to be enjoyed now or saved for a chilly fall evening

10.5% ABV

Available in July (Limited Release) - 22oz bottle (12 loose), 1/6 barrel
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HARPOON UFO - PUMPKIN
Imagine a pumpkin vine wound its way in a field of barley, and a brewer harvested it all to make a beer. 
Add Northwestern hops and a blend of spices, and you’ve got UFO Pumpkin. The malt combination 
provides a smooth body and slightly sweet flavor, which balances perfectly with the earthy notes derived 
from the pure pumpkin. And like all of our UFO beers, UFO Pumpkin is UnFiltered

5.9% ABV

HOFRAU - OKTOBERFEST
The golden color lager served at the Munich Oktoberfest. Brioche, toasted nut, lemon and clay aromas 
follow through on a lively entry to a Medium to full body feel, with apple and citrus accents.

LA TRAPPE - DUBBEL
La Trappe Dubbel is a deep reddish brown in color with a creamy tan foam. An aroma of dried fruit 
and candy, with the faintest hint of hops. On the tongue, Dubbel is malty and slightly sweet with a
fruity, soft character.

7.0% ABV

MEANTIME - CRANBERRY STOUT
Cranberry Stout is the perfect beer with your holiday turkey, ham or roast beef. Fruity, tart and nicely 
roasted, it’ll cut through the noise and complement your fare and increase your overall satisfaction with 
a hectic time of year.

7.0% ABV

6.3% ABV

Available in August - 12oz bottle (4/6pk), 12oz can (2/12 pk), 1/6, 50 liter barrel

Available in July - 12oz bottle (4/6pk), 5 liter can (2 per pk), 50 liter barrel 

11.2oz bottle (6/4pk), 25.4oz bottle (6 loose), 1/6 barrel

Available in October - 25.4oz bottle (6 loose), 1/6 barrel

MENDECINO - PUMPKIN ALE 
Deep mahogany hued Pumpkin Ale, bursting with a robust roasted malt flavor. To this mélange we add 
copious amounts of pumpkin and embellish that further with nutmeg, cinnamon and ginger. Than we 
diligently add cocoa nibs as the beer conditions. As a finale we gently introduce hops to compliment
this complex potion and the result is a finish that is clean and brilliant.

5.0% ABV

Available in October - 12oz bottle (4/6pk), 1/6, 1/2 barrel

RIVERHORSE - CHERRY BELINER WEISSE 
Beginning as a traditional German-style Berliner Weisse, it is conditioned on sour cherries to provide 
hints of fruit flavors. This is a refreshing wheat ale with a slightly tart finish. 

4.2% ABV

Available in August - 12oz bottle (4/6pk), 1/2 barrel
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RIVERHORSE - HIPP-O-LANTERN 
A festive Ale brewed with pumpkin and molasses.  A variety of hand-crushed, whole spices set up an 
impressive aroma and well balanced taste. Available August - October. 

8.5% ABV

RIVERHORSE - BREWER’S RESERVE TRIPLE IPA
An aggressively hopped Triple IPA that is going to be run through a bed of fresh whole-flower hops,
which will come in around 11% ABV.

11% ABV

RIVERHORSE - BARLEYWINE AGED IN WHISKEY BARREL
Malt-forward amber Barleywine with caramel and raisin notes. Whiskey malt bomb: aged in JD, 
notes of vanilla, oak and whiskey, approximately 12% ABV.

12.% ABV

STEADFAST - PUMPKIN SPICE ALE
this one is unfiltered - Smell: Mostly cinnamon and nutmeg with an inviting vanilla sweetness – 
herbal hop and squash aromas weave throughout. - Taste: An autumnal spice crescendo! Flavors of 
baked holiday treats, earthy pumpkin, and satisfying sweetness usher your palate to a quick, clean 
finish. Another sip, please!

 6.0% ABV

Available in August - 12oz bottle (4/6pk), 1/6, 1/2 barrel

Available in September - 12oz bottle (4/6pk), 1/6, 1/2 barrel

Available in October - 25.4oz bottle (12 loose), 1/6 barrel

Available in August - 22oz bottle (12 loose)

SPEAKEASY - SCARLETT RED RYE
With a creamy body & rich roasty flavors, this rye ale pours a deep red with a sticky off-white layer of 
foam & medium levels of carbonation. Note the aromas of fresh rye bread, caramel malt & earthy hops. 
Sweet malts are accented by subtle flavors of caramel, toffee, & chocolate. Notes of toasted grain, leather, 
& a mild peppery spice lead to a medium-dry finish.

SPEAKEASY - UNTOUCHABLE 
Named after the legendary Bureau of Prohibition agent Eliot Ness, Untouchable is a no-holds-barred, 
ruthless Nelson IPA. Untouchable pours a vibrant copper, with aromas of fresh pine & caramel malt. 
With intense notes of grapefruit & perfectly crisp sauvignon blanc grapes, this IPA is mouthwateringly 
juicy with a clean, refreshing finish. 

6.8% ABV

5.5% ABV

Available in August - 12oz bottle (4/6pk), 1/6, 1/2 barrel

Available in July (Limited Series)  - 22oz bottle (12 loose), 1/6, 1/2 barrel
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SPEAKEASY - BUTCHERTOWN  
This beer is a play on the senses: black as night, but with a deceivingly light body and a bold dry-
hopping regiment more akin to an IPA. Butchertown pours black/brown with a thick, lasting toasted 
marshmallow head. It has aromas of pine, orange, tangerine, pink grapefruit, & light coffee. Flavors of 
grapefruit, pine, currants, & red wine come through before overturning to a malt depth intricacy of dark 
toasted bread, pumpernickel, subtle notes of dark fruits & hints of dark chocolate, tobacco & leather.

8.2% ABV

ST. AMBROISE - GREAT PUMPKIN
Brewed with victory malt and has a less pronounced hop profile that allows the spices to come to the 
fore and contributes to a harmonious, balanced brew. September to December.

12.0 % ABV

STONE - 2015 DOUBLE BASTARD ALE 
This is one lacerative muther of an ale. It is unequivocally certain that your feeble palate is grossly 
inadequate and thus undeserving of this liquid glory...and those around you would have little desire to 
listen to your resultant whimpering.

11.2% ABV

Available in September (Limited Series) - 22oz bottle (12 loose), 1/6, 1/2 barrel

Available in August - 11.52oz bottle (6/4pk), 1/2 barrel

Available in October - 22oz bottle (12 loose), 1/6 barrel 

STONE - COFFEE MILK STOUT
Originally brewed as a limited edition offering at Stone Brewing World Bistro & Gardens – Liberty 
Station, this coffee-laced milk stout quickly became a favorite among Gallagher’s peers. Made 
bittersweet and creamy while remaining smooth and easy-drinking thanks to the addition of milk 
sugar, it’s clear in one sip why this is a brew we needed to share with fans everywhere.

4.2% ABV

Available in September - 12oz bottle (4/6pk), 1/6, 1/2 barrel

TIMMERMANS - PUMPKIN LAMBICUS
Two traditions are brought together here in a unique complacency, namely an original succulence never 
tempted before. The result is sublime, liberating a graceful taste tinted by a controlled acidity on the 
lambic confused with the dry fruity of the pumpkin & the discreet sugar added. By crossing the middle 
of the mouth appears a taste of brown sugar.

4.0% ABV

Available in August - 25.4oz bottle (6 loose), 1/4 barrel
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TRIPOTEUR - KINKY BERRY
A full option fruit beer. This is NOT a candyshop Fruitbeer based on some inferior beer, this is a pure 
and complex brew with more as 20 ingredients. A kinky Fruitbeer packed with fruits and finished with 
dry hopping. Brewed without any artificial sweetener or aroma!

6.9% ABV

11.2oz bottle (6/4pk), 1/6 barrel
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VANDERGHINSTE - OUDE BRUIN
The main ingredients of our Vanderghinste Oud Bruin are malted barley, wheat, hops, water, and 
caramelized malts. These are used to brew a top-fermented beer.Blending this beer with lambic beer 
aged in oak for 18 months results in this specific West Flanders Brown beer.

5.5% ABV

WEIHENSTEPHAN - OKTOBERFEST BIER
A full rich bodied, hoppy, seasonal lager. Especially brewed for the Festbier season. This beer truly 
represents the Bavarian way of celebrating. Deep gold color, great mouth-feel and lots of flavor.Prost!

5.8% ABV

11.2oz bottle (6/4pk), 1/6 barrel

Available in September - 11.2oz bottle (6/4pk), 16.9oz (20 loose), 1/2 barrel
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ACE - APPLE CIDER
Ace Apple has an apple nose and a clean, dry finish. It actually tastes similar to a Sauvignon Blanc.
It’s made out of 100% apple juice and is all natural, gluten-free, and low-calorie just like the rest 
of the Ace cider range. 

ACE - PUMPKIN CIDER
Cinnamon, cloves, and allspice are added to fermented apple juice to produce a spiced cider that 
tastes just like pumpkin pie! Cold-filtered 4 times before it’s bottled, this cider is light orange in 
color and full of rich pumpkin taste.

5.0% ABV

ASPALL - DRY ENGLISH CIDER
Mid straw-gold colour. Clean, light floral aroma of dessert apples. Dry, round and creamy on the 
palate with medium fullness. Good acidic balance, pleasant soft tannins and elegant, long finish.

6.8% ABV

ASPALL - GRAND CRU CIDER
Rich, golden colour. Traditional bittersweet cider-apple aroma with orchard fruit and floral notes.
Palate is initially slightly sweet, then mouthfilling and full bodied. Complex array of fruit flavours 
balanced by gorgeous soft tannins, producing a bone dry finish.

6.8% ABV

5.0% ABV

ASPALL - IMPERIAL CIDER
Rich, dark golden colour. Traditional bittersweet cider-apple aroma with floral notes and dried fruit.
Palate rich, quite sweet and full bodied, with a balancing refreshing acidity.  
A unique and very complex flavour.

8.2% ABV

12oz bottle (4/6pk), 22oz bottle (12 loose), 1/6, 1/2 barrel

Available early September - 12oz bottle (4/6pk), 22oz bottle (12 loose), 1/6, 1/2 barrel

11.2oz bottle (12 loose), 16.9oz bottle (12 loose), 1/4 barrel

11.2oz bottle (12 loose), 16.9oz bottle (12 loose), 1/4 barrel

Available in September - 16.9oz bottle (12 loose), 1/4 barrel

ASPALL - JOHN BARRINGTON
Mid to pale straw colour. Attractive floral green apple aroma with subtle woody overtones. 
Palate medium to full in body, dry with balancing fruity acidity of fresh apples.

8.4% ABV

16.9oz bottle (12 loose), 1/4 barrel
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CELT CIDER
A refreshing ‘demi-sec’ cider named after the ancient Celtic warriors that roamed the ancient earth 
during the Iron Age. This 100% fermented apple cider has a naturally fruity flavor that is balanced by 
a crisp dry finish. Made from the finest apples in Brittany using a traditional recipe that was made in 
the 1920’s, Celt is Naturally Gluten Free and has no added Sugars.

CIGAR CITY CIDER
Golden Straw in color with flavors and aromatics featuring notes of crisp Pink Lady apples with hints 
of Granny Smith and a soft balancing acidity. A medium dry finish and slacking acidity facilitates 
sessionability. 

5.5% ABV

CLOSE NORMAND
The Clos Normand range of ciders is made in the heart of the Normandy region from the choicest 
apples grown on trees. This cider owes its rich, full flavor to the quality of the fruit we use as well as 
to the care we take at each stage of the cider-making process. The result is a subtle alliance of sweet 
and sour taste, that is the trademark of Clos Normand.

4.0% ABV

EXCALIBUR CIDER
Golden in color with a short whit foam head. Lots of green apple aroma and flavor. Medium 
sweetness and some earthy tones. This light cider is rrefreshing and easy to drink. Made by 
William’s Orchard from England.

6.0% ABV

4.0% ABV

EZ ORCHARDS - CIDRE
Aromas of orchard ripe apples, leaves, and earth reflect omplex flavors of apple, cinnamon and 
nutmeg. The mouthfeel is enlivened by a gentle sparkle. At mid palate the tannin rich fruit becomes 
apparent, widening the flavor. Our Cidre is low in acidity giving the impression of well ripened apples.

5.7-6.7% ABV

11.2oz bottle (6/4pk)

Available early September - 12oz bottle (4/6pk), 22oz bottle (12 loose), 1/6, 1/2 barrel

25.4oz bottle (12 loose)

16.9oz can (6/4pk)

25.4oz bottle (12 loose)

ASPALL - PERONELLES BLUSH
Mid to pale straw colour. Attractive floral green apple aroma with subtle woody overtones.  The palate
is medium to full in body, dry with balancing fruity acidity of fresh apples.

5.2% ABV

11.2oz 16.9oz bottle (12 loose), 1/4 barrel
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EZ ORCHARDS - HAWK HAUS CIDER
Pale, yellow-golden in color and lightly hazed with modest, tiny carbonation bubbles like the finest 
sparkling wines. The aroma is fresh cut apples and an earthy farm yard character. Very pleasant and 
grounded. Hawk Haus is big, soft and round on the palate with gentle acidity. Notes of cinnamon & 
brown sugar are reminiscent of apple turnover. The finish is just short of total dryness, with appealing 
fresh apple flavors from beginning to end. 

5.7% - 6.7% ABV

16.9oz bottle (12 loose)

EZ ORCHARDS - POIRE CIDER
Poire is a very light straw color with a fine haze and some sediment in the bottle. Aromas are delicate - 
slightly yeasty with freshly-cut pear with gentle carbonation. Let Poire breathe and serve warm to reveal 
the juicy fresh pear flavor and a slight, buttery character. The finish is dry but not jarringly so, with
a lasting fruit finish.

EZ ORCHARDS - ROMAN BEAUTY
The apples are well matured on the tree to enhance the aroma and composition during fermentation. 
Acidity is noticeable, not dominant, harmonizing with the build of orchard ripe fruit. A soft lazy bubble 
carries the cider across the palate adding length to the flavors. The process for production of Roman 
Beauty Cider is reminiscent of how cider was made on the farm in 19th century North America.

3.75% - 4.25% ABV

EZ ORCHARDS - SEMI-DRY CIDER
Cidre Semi Dry is the 2013 vintage of our French style Cidre. It retains a touch of the apple’s natural 
sweetness that invokes a full autumnal flavor, brightened by a gentle acidity, and enlivened by a well 
sustained effervescence. This cidre is not pasteurized which allows it to develop in the bottle and
gain character with time.

5.9% - 6.5% ABV

HARPOON - CRAFT CIDER
Harpoon Craft Cider is crafted from only one ingredient: freshly pressed apples. No flavoring and 
no preservatives. We ferment it with our ale yeast, yielding a clean but refreshing all natural cider.

4.8% ABV

5.9% - 6.5% ABV

HARPOON - PUMPKIN CIDER
Real pumpkin and freshly pressed apples are combined with seasonal spices to craft this pure and 
natural craft cider.

4.8% ABV

16.9oz bottle (12 loose)

16.9oz bottle (12 loose)

16.9oz bottle (12 loose)

12oz bottle (4/6pk), 12oz can (2/12pk), 1/6, 1/2 barrel

12oz bottle (4/6pk)
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MCKENZIE’S - GREEN APPLE
McKenzie’s Green Apple Hard Cider has quite the kick. Maybe it’s the deliciously crisp, slightly tart 
bite of green apples or the 6% alcohol.

6.0% ABV

MCKENZIE’S - PUMPKIN JACK
It’s All Treats & No Tricks with McKenzie’s “Pumpkin Jack” Fall Seasonal Hard Cider! This selective 
seasonal uses only the finest real pumpkin and fall spices to enhance and excite both your nose and 
your taste buds.

5.0% ABV

MCKENZIE’S - SEASONAL RESERVE
Sip, smell and savor the rich, mulled spicy goodness of McKenzie’s Seasonal eserve. Aromatic fall 
flavors warm you from the inside out, and chase away the chill on those cold nights. Serve warm or 
cold, but only for a limited time!

5.0% ABV

12oz bottle (4/6pk), 1/6, 1/2 barrel

12oz bottle (4/6pk), 1/6, 1/2 barrel

12oz bottle (4/6pk), 1/6, 1/2 barrel

MAELOC - SWEET ORGANIC CIDER
Made from 95% fresh organic hard cider and 5% organic sugar. This cider is sweet and citrusy at the 
start with a slightly acidic finish. Imported from Galicia, Spain. 

4.1% ABV

11.2oz bottle (4/6pk)

MAELOC - DRY CIDER
Imported from Galicia, Spain, Maeloc Dry Cider is well balanced with tannic notes. It pours an ochre 
orange and has a bitter yet smooth taste, reminiscent of the astringency of beer.

4.5% ABV

11.2oz bottle (4/6pk), 1/2 barrel

JK SCRUMPY’S CIDER
Scrumpy is an English-style of farmhouse cider that has always been popular on the farms of southern 
England. It was also known here in the states in the early 1800’s. While J.K.’s is not an English-style 
cider it is most definitely a Farmhouse Cider.

5.0% ABV

22oz bottle (12 loose)
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SIR PERRY BERRY
Cool refreshing fermented strawberry  flavored pear cider; fruity and floral strawberry notes redolent 
of summer with a hint of black cherry and gently brushed by a background of full bodied, fermented 
pear cider.

6.0% ABV

THISTLY CROSS SCOTTISH CIDER 7.2% ABV

16.9oz can (6/4pk)

16.9oz bottle (12 loose)

SIR PERRY
Made from 95% fresh organic hard cider and 5% organic sugar. Sweet and citrusy at the start with 
a slightly acidic finish. 

6.0% ABV

16.9oz can (6/4pk), 1/6 barrel

POSSMANN - PURE CIDER ROSÉ
Possmann Pure Cider Rosé is the perfect balance of rich apple cider mixed with black currants.
Delicious on it’s own and perfect for mixing cocktails, this flavored cider finishes dry and is 
amazingly refreshing. 

5.0% ABV

12oz bottle (4/6pk)

POSSMANN - PURE CIDER
The uncompromisingly perfect hard apple cider from Kelterei Possmann Frankfurt Germany. 
Possmann Pure Cider has a perfect balance of rich apple flavor that is not too sweet and finishes 
dry. The flavor comes from our unique source of apples which are harvested exclusively from our 
farmers in the Hessen region of Germany.

5.0% ABV

12oz bottle (6/4pk)

Farmhouse Cider is smooth, refreshing and Thistly Cross’ first born. It’s a classic, farmhouse cider 
made with a blend of different Scottish apples.

POSSMANN - HEISSER MULLED CIDER
Possman Heisser Apefelgluwein Mulled Cider is perfect for the chilly autumn season. An aromatic 
drink based from apple wine with the following spices added: Cinnamon, Clove, Lemon and Sugar. 

5.5% ABV

1 liter bottle  (6 loose)
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